Directions to Conference Venue

When going up Peel street from Sherbrooke, you will see the Law Building on the left side (photo below), keep going past it.

Make a left as shown in the photo below and enter through the doors on the right leading to the Law Library. Do not enter the Library, make a left and go through the second set of doors. There will be signs directing you to the conference.
ADDRESS

Moot Court
McGill Faculty of Law
Chancellor Day Hall
3644 Peel Street,
Montreal H3A 1W9

We strongly encourage you to use public transportation to access the venue, Metro Peel and buses 24, 107 and 144.

There is limited paid street parking available (meter to be fed every 2 hours) and an interior parking lot in the McIntyre building, $20/day
McIntyre Garage - Visitor Parking
Address: 3649 Prom. Sir William Osler (Drummond), Montreal, QC, Canada
https://www.mcgill.ca/transport/parking/downtown/visitors